Wingless locust nymphs can form massive migratory groups known as bands, whose coordinated movement results from local interactions. We analysed the spatial distribution of locusts within naturally occurring bands and compared them with computer simulations to infer which interaction rules are used by individuals. We found that the empirical radial distribution of neighbours around a focal individual was isotropic, indicating a tendency for locusts to interact with neighbours all around them, rather than a bias towards pursuing individuals ahead or escaping from the ones following behind. By using maps of neighbour densities and pair correlation functions, we found evidence for a short-range repulsion force, balanced by a clustering force, presumably alignment and/or attraction, at a distance of around 3 cm. These results were similar to those observed when using a 'zonal' selfpropelled particles model where repulsion/alignment/attraction forces are delimited by concentric circular zones of set radii. However, the profiles obtained either by using different combinations of forces, limiting the number of neighbours involved in interactions, or by varying the range of some zones, all appeared to produce similar results, thereby limiting the ability to more precisely determine the rules underlying locust interactions.
INTRODUCTION
Before locusts form their infamous flying swarms as adults, flightless juveniles gather and mass migrate in what is one of the most impressive displays of animal collective movement: locust marching bands. Locust species can be found in two different phases, which differ in their behaviour and, in some species, in their morphology and colour: the solitarious phase is characterized by individuals actively avoiding conspecifics, while the gregarious phase is characterized by individuals actively aggregating [1] . Locust marching bands are groups of gregarious nymphs that start moving in unison when temperatures are sufficiently high, usually in the morning, until they aggregate again during the cooler temperatures of evening and night [2 -6] . The shape of these groups varies between species, with some, such as the Australian plague locust Chortoicetes terminifera, characterized by a dense and wide crescent-shaped front followed by much lower densities [5] , while others such as the brown locust Locustana pardalina [4] form networks of dense and intertwined streams.
The mechanism responsible for locust cohesive mass movement has long been hypothesized to be a tendency for locusts to align with each other [4] , but it has never been quantitatively tested. Laboratory and field experiments in the desert locust, Schistocerca gregaria [7] , and C. terminifera [5] have shown that locust collective movement undergoes a rapid density-driven transition from disordered movement to a highly aligned state, reminiscent of phase transitions in physical systems. These studies show that this transition closely matches the predictions of the most common class of collective motion model, the so-called self-propelled particles (SPP) model, in which individuals align with their neighbours in a local radius surrounding them [8, 9] . Moreover, in the field, pairs of individuals of C. terminifera found at the back of bands were aligned only within a limited radius of 13.5 cm [5] , which confirmed the local scale of interactions compared with the size of the whole group, which can spread over hundreds of metres. However, it has also been found that the onset of collective movement in S. gregaria [10, 11] is shaped by cannibalistic interactions that are also present in C. terminifera [12] as well as in migratory band-forming Mormon crickets [13] . Following this idea, an alternative model of collective motion was *Author for correspondence ( jerome.buhl@sydney.edu.au).
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One contribution of 11 to a Theme Issue 'Collective motion in biological systems: experimental approaches joint with particle and continuum models'. recently proposed [14] , in which individuals pursue those in front of them while escaping from those behind. This model led to a similar pattern of collective alignment as the one observed in locusts.
With widely different interaction mechanisms leading to seemingly indistinguishable patterns of collective motion, there has been a need to more directly quantify individual interactions from empirical data. Inter-individual interactions have recently been analysed in several species, using different techniques. By using the spatial distribution of individuals in the group, one can infer the relative distribution of individuals around a focal individual and pinpoint anisotropy in the radial distribution of neighbours [15] or radial concentrations of neighbours at set distances that likely reflect inter-individual repulsion, alignment and/or attraction [16] . Recent studies in fish schools have allowed automated video tracking of individuals and their neighbours through time, leading to the precise inference that individuals tend to follow their nearest neighbour in mosquito fish [17] and adjust their speed to that of their neighbour(s) in both mosquito fish and golden shiners [17, 18] . These results illustrate yet another mechanism leading to collective motion and differing widely from the concentric model of repulsion/alignment/attraction implemented in the most common zonal models (such as SPP models) of collective motion.
Locust collective movement continues to pose a major challenge to automated tracking, as their displacement, in field conditions, combines walking with fast and lengthy hops. On the other hand, field studies of migratory bands containing millions of mobile individuals allow for the collection of large amounts of positional data extracted from recording of the flow of marching locusts. In this paper, we analyse the spatial distribution of locusts in marching bands of C. terminifera, and compare it with the predictions of models using various behavioural rules. We first determine whether the radial distribution of locusts around focal individuals is anisotropic, and then examine the two-dimensional density maps of neighbours to assess whether interaction rules can be inferred from the spatial distribution of individuals.
EMPIRICAL DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
Data were collected during field trips described in detail in Buhl et al. [5] . . One frame from every 30 s of this footage was then displayed in a custom MATLAB interface in which the coordinates of the front and back of each locust present on the frame were manually pointed (see [5] for details). For each frame (n ¼ 1824), the density was calculated by dividing the total number of locusts N by the area of the frame. We calculated the direction of the locust as the angle u t i of the vector starting from the coordinates of the abdomen (x t , y t ) and ending at the tip of the head (x h , y h ) for each of the N locusts. Each locust was then characterized by its position vector c i using coordinates
and its unit direction vector v i using the angle u t i . For each individual, we calculated the position of each neighbour in a coordinate system centred on the focal individual, with the x-axis extending along the orientation of the locust body (longitudinal axis) and the y-axis perpendicularly and to the left side of it (transverse axis). To avoid biases introduced by the bounded field of view, we consider neighbours within only a radius that is inferior or equal to the distance to the nearest edge of the field of view, a procedure referred to as the Hanisch correction [19, 20] .
The distribution of neighbours was discretized with bins of size Dx ¼ Dy ¼ 1 cm. We calculated the average density of neighbours per focal individual observed in each bin and normalized it by dividing it by the average density of neighbours in the entire observed area. Therefore, a completely homogeneous distribution of neighbours would result in the relative density tending towards a value of 1 in all bins. These distributions of relative neighbour densities can then be plotted as colour-coded two-dimensional maps revealing the likely positions of neighbours relative to a focal individual.
The pair correlation function g(r) [20] is a similar measure but considers the density of neighbours all around the focal individual within an annulus comprised between a radius of r and r þ Dr (we used Dr ¼ 1 cm here), and normalized by dividing it by the average density of neighbours in the entire area of observation.
As proposed in Lukeman et al. [16] , in the presence of a peak observed in g(r) at a particular distance r p , we calculated the radial distribution of neighbours around the focal individual i at the preferred distance r e (within an annulus between radius r e 2 Dr and r e þ Dr, with Dr ¼ 1 cm here) by calculating the angle w formed between the longitudinal axis of individual i and the line joining the coordinates of i to those of its neighbour j. We also determined the radial distributions of the nearest neighbour (i.e. using the angle w between a focal individual and its nearest neighbour only) as calculated in previous studies in starlings [15, 21] . Circular statistics were performed using CIRCSTAT [22] for MATLAB.
COLLECTIVE MOVEMENT MODELS
All of the model variants used here assume that locusts have a limited range of interaction with their neighbours, which is consistent with our previous observations, namely that pairs of locusts appear aligned within 13.5 cm [5] , and the idea that locusts have a limited range of vision. Default parameter values were estimated from laboratory data, field experiments and previous models [5, 23] . We divided the models into two main classes inspired from a large number of previous studies. The specific rules and parameters are described in further detail in the electronic supplementary material.
The first class belonged to the family of SPP models [8, 9] . We chose the more complex versions introduced by Gregoire et al. [9] , with successive concentric zones around the focal individual defining whether the main force exerted by a neighbour is repulsion (short range), alignment (intermediate range) or attraction (long range). As in [9] , repulsion or attraction is calculated as a Lennard-Jones force acting within a range r p , where both forces balance each other at a preferred distance r e . The alignment force corresponds to the average direction of neighbours located at an intermediate range, overlapping the repulsion/attraction, when the distance r ij between the focal individual i and a neighbour j is comprised between the two ranges r c , r ij , r a r p . Because interactions are spatially defined within concentric zones, this type of model is also referred to as 'metric' or 'zonal' model. Within this class of model, we explored how the presence of the three components of the social force or only some of them (repulsion/alignment) influenced the spatial distribution of individuals. We also implemented a so-called 'topological' variant where only a defined number of nearest neighbours was taken into account when calculating social forces applying to an individual.
The second class of model was first described as a 'pursuit/escape' model, where individuals are attracted towards neighbours ahead of and moving away from them, while they are repelled by individuals that are behind and moving towards them [14] (see electronic supplementary material for a complete model description). Such model rules have an obvious resemblance to cannibalistic interactions observed in both S. gregaria [10, 11] and C. terminifera [12] as well as in Mormon crickets [13] . Within this class, we tested variants where only escape or pursuit forces were present, or where both of them acted together.
As locusts combine walking and hopping when moving in bands, and most often more of the latter than the former in C. terminifera, we also tested the influence of hopping on the spatial distribution of individuals obtained using both model classes.
In all model variants, individuals were initially randomly distributed in an area representing 1 m 2 (with periodic boundary conditions), and the parameters we used led to rapid collective alignment. The distribution of all the individuals' coordinates and orientations was then extracted so that the same analysis as that used on the empirical data could be applied to the simulation dataset. The normalized root mean square error (n.r.m.s.e.) was calculated to estimate the goodness of fit (the closer to zero the n.r.m.s.e. value is the better is the fit) between the empirically observed pair correlation function g(r) and that produced by the simulations.
RESULTS
Our empirical data comprised 1824 frames, with an average density (across frames) of 30.34 locusts m
22
(ranging from 2.12 to 567.14). In total, there were 31 284 locusts serving as focal individuals (i.e. not all individuals on a frame appeared as focal individuals: some had no neighbours or stood next to the edge of the field of recording).
The radial distribution of the nearest neighbours in the empirical data was isotropic (figure 1; Rayleigh's test for uniformity: N ¼ 19 929, Z ¼ 1.375, p ¼ 0.2528; see also the electronic supplementary material for the radial distribution of neighbours at set distances). This was also the case at lower densities (Rayleigh's test on observations under the median density of 15.75 locusts m
:
The results were similar for all variants of the SPP model class (figure 1b), which was expected, given the isotropic nature of all interaction rules implemented in the model. In contrast, variants of the pursuit/escape model were characterized by a marked anisotropy of the radial distribution of neighbours, with fewer neighbours on the sides and more of them at the front and/or the back, no matter what density or frequency of hopping was used (see figure 1c and electronic supplementary material) .
In the empirical data, the two-dimensional maps of neighbour relative densities revealed a gap in the neighbour distribution at a very close range, while a ring of densities greater than one can clearly be observed at a few centimetres (2 -3 cm) around the focal individual (figure 2a). Given the isotropic nature of this distribution, the pair correlation function g(r) gives a clearer view of the relationship between relative neighbour density and distance, with a peak clearly visible at a distance of about 3 cm from the focal individual and a progressive decrease back towards the value of 1 at higher distances (figure 2b).
In comparison with the empirical data, all SPP model variants appeared similar both in their spatial distributions of neighbours' density and in g(r) functions (see figure 3 and electronic supplementary material). The pursuit/escape model class, instead, exhibited distinctive patterns that did not resemble the empirical data, as expected given the strong anisotropic nature of the radial distribution of nearest neighbours ( figure 3c) . Within the SPP model class, it was not possible to ascertain which particular model variant (e.g. 'metric' or 'combined metric/topological'), as well as which alignment and attraction ranges best matched the empirical data, as several factors affected the shape of g(r) in similar ways: variations in the interaction ranges (r a , r p ), the number of neighbours K and the probability to hop p h provided many combinations leading to a good fit (n.r.m.s.e. , 0.2) between simulated and empirically observed g(r). It was clear, however, that an SPP model rather than a pursuit/ escape one best described the empirical data, and that the empirical data best matched a repulsion force, balancing itself with clustering forces (attraction and/or alignment) at a preferred distance of about r e ¼ 3 cm, because a peak in g(r) directly reflects the value of r e (see electronic supplementary material).
DISCUSSION
By comparing the spatial distribution of locusts recorded in the field while they marched collectively to the results of computer simulation models, we were able to make several inferences regarding the rules of interactions underlying locust mass movement. Neighbours were distributed in a clear isotropic manner around focal individuals. This was evident both by looking at the radial distribution of the nearest neighbours and on the two-dimensional maps of neighbour relative densities. All our variants of the pursuit/ escape model class differed markedly from the empirical data by yielding characteristic anisotropic radial distributions of neighbours.
Australian plague locusts hence differ from other collectively moving animals, including fish [17, 18, 24] and birds [15, 16] , in which anisotropic distributions of neighbours have been observed. In starling flocks, a blind angle in the visual field of view was invoked as one of the potential explanations for the anisotropy [15] , and a blind angle behind individuals is a common assumption in most models of fish schools [25 -27] . In locusts, individuals have an uninterrupted field of view that extends all around their body at the horizon level, so that their interactions should not be limited by their visual capabilities [28] . Another explanation invoked for the anisotropic distribution in other animals is the advantageous configurations of individuals with regard to their hydrodynamic or aerodynamic properties [15, 24, 29] , but this is not relevant to locust marching. More generally, a tendency to maintain a particular configuration related to neighbours, both in terms of angles and distances, might be less relevant for individuals that regularly interchange neighbours as a result of long hops. An isotropic distribution of neighbours need not always be grounds for rejection of a pursuit/escape model: in one recent empirical study in fish [18] , the authors found that the distribution of neighbours around a focal individual became isotropic at high densities (consistent with what was obtained with a zonal SPP model), while the inferred forces clearly matched a pursuit/escape (and speed matching) scenario. This was true only at higher densities; at lower densities, the radial distribution reflected the anisotropic nature of the interaction forces. In our empirical data, radial distributions appeared totally isotropic even at lower densities. Moreover, in the pursuit/escape model variant, the anisotropy of the radial distribution of nearest neighbours was always observed for the parameters and range of densities used (which covered the relevant range of densities for our empirical data and locust bands in general). Taken together, these results strongly suggest that the pursuit/escape model is not appropriate to describe the interaction rules used by C. terminifera while actively marching within bands. It should be noted, however, that pursuit/ escape interactions might still be important forces at the onset of marching (usually in the morning) and during re-aggregation at the end of the day [2 -4] , neither of which were recorded and analysed here. Other locust species might differ from C. terminifera in the interaction rules that produce their mass movement. For example, a tendency for individuals to follow those ahead has been proposed to explain the long streams formed by the migratory bands of the brown locust L. parladina [4] .
In our study, a zonal, SPP-like model provided the best candidate for the locust interaction rules involved in band collective movement. Our results clearly indicate the presence of short-range repulsion acting up to 3 cm, where it is balanced by a force generating some clustering, which is likely to be alignment and/or attraction. What remains unclear is the range at which these forces operate. Our previous analysis of locust pairs found that alignment between pairs of locusts is observed only up to a range of 13.5 cm [5] . Attraction however could operate at a longer range and the methods used here are not sufficient to determine this precisely. The analysis of the spatial distribution of individuals is also not sufficient to establish clearly the number of neighbours to which a locust pays attention and, more generally, through which process alignment arises. For example, SPP models, specifically designed to study minimal sets of rules, traditionally assume that individuals continuously adjust their orientation according to the average orientation of their neighbours. However, the orientation chosen by an individual might involve memorizing the orientation of other individuals over earlier periods of time, as recently suggested in glass prawns [30] . More generally, the assessment of neighbours' orientation might not happen continuously and instead be limited to discrete events-for example, the periods between each long-range hop in locusts. Detailed automated tracking of individuals over time will be required to further test how alignment arises in locust collective movement.
Studies of collective movement in biological systems have tended to focus on the similarities between species and their universal properties, such as the phase transitions from disorder to order that are observed in a large number of mass-moving animal species and other entities [31] . With recent empirical studies, it is now becoming clear that animal groups differ widely in the interaction rules and locomotion mode they use during collective movement. Hence, although a 'zonal' model [16] was the most suitable candidate for locust collective movement in the present study, recent work on birds and fish has suggested that it is not the most suitable in these cases [17, 18] . This suggests that it is not simply differences in parameter values within a common overarching model that explain why these groups vary in shapes and fulfil different functions, but rather fundamental differences in interaction rules between species. Among mass-moving animal groups, locusts represent a particularly promising model to further study the evolution of collective motion. Mass migration in both migratory bands and flying swarms has independently evolved multiple times in different, relatively unrelated locust species, all using the same locomotion mode and a similar set of behaviours. With rapidly improving methods to gather empirical data in the field, it will soon be possible through comparative analyses to find out precisely which differences at the individual level or the environment are responsible for the markedly different collective patterns observed across locust species and how these differences relate to the ecological function of these groups.
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